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F&S BONDTEC shows its strategy for success in tomorrow’s production challenges

Intelligent Automatization
with Robot Handling

Electronics manufacturing, especially in Europe, is facing four main challenges: high mix / low volume; high quality; low cost; and short time to market. At SMTconnect 2019 in Nuremberg, F&S
BONDTEC presented an approach that covers all these aspects at the same time: intelligent automation with robot handling for component transport, but production equipment that gets by with
low automation.
Siegried Seidl, F&S Bondtec Semiconductor GmbH, Braunau/Inn, Austria
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High mix / low volume
&S BONDTEC from Braunau in Austria, known as a leading supplier

F&S BONDTEC, a very successful manufacturer of wire bonders and

The Desktop Micro Factory Series 56XX, ex-

bond testers, has been pursuing a strategy of extremely flexible wire

tremely flexible wire bonders, that can work

bonders for many years. These machines are capable of working ful-

fully automated in the mid-performance ran-

ly automatically in the medium performance range and require mini-

ge, can be converted within few minutes by

mal automation. The Desktop Micro Factory Series 56XX, well establis-

the user from thin-wire-ball-wedge bonding

• High mix / low volume: A large variety of products for specific

hed on the market with nearly 1000 devices installed, can be converted

to heavy-wire or heavy-ribbon.

customer requirements results in small quantities, i.e. batch sizes. Wa-

from thin wire ball wedge bonding to thick wire or thick ribbon in minu-

rehousing is cost-intensive, i.e. unprofitable, and also not always feasi-

tes by the user.

ble because the product life cycle is often quite short product life. This

Because it can store any number of bond programs, the machine can

is a classic problem for manufacturers, especially in high-wage count-

be converted rapidly between products and can therefore effortless-

ries.

ly process a dozen different product types per day. The sister model,

of desktop equipment for wire bonding and testing, ignited a veritable firework of novelties at SMTconnect 2019 in Nuremberg. They are all
aimed at the challenges faced for years by the European electronics industry with its high-wage locations:

the 58XX family, which works with the same philosophy, is designed for
• High quality: Because only products with high added value can be

The same philosophy is also present in the newly developed 86XX bon-

High quality

higher production volumes. A change to a different product usually only

produced profitably in high-wage countries, they must also meet high

der series. The main difference is the considerably larger working ran-

Bond quality is a central issue at F&S BONDTEC. For years, the manu-

requires a different mounting fixture, which is assembled within a few

quality requirements. Typically, this can only be realized by automatic

ge of 720 x 512 mm in a robust and cost-effective portal design. Here,

facturer has been offering a range of test equipment at various perfor-

minutes, but no conversion of an automated input or output section.

too, the heads for bonding or testing can easily be replaced by the cus-

mance levels. Even the entry-level device, the Labtester 101, performs

tomer; the machine can therefore process an enormous range of dif-

manual bond tests very cost-effectively at a low investment. Its opera-

ferent products. For example, the work area can be filled with a large

tion is impressively quick to learn; nevertheless, the device is fully com-

number of smaller components and therefore rarely requires an ope-

puter-controlled and can be connected to databases to store all mea-

rator. On the other hand, huge products, such as battery modules in

surement data, and it allows automatic evaluations. As if that wasn‘t

e-Mobility, can also be manufactured. The large working area thus also

enough, the measuring head can simply be replaced by a microscope

replaces the automated component supply and removal to a certain ex-

camera for inspections, photos and even measurement evaluations with

tent, which in turn benefits the rapid product cheangeover.

the help of the additional evaluation software that comes with it.

The wire bonders of all three series 56XX, 58XX and 86XX process any

At the high end of the performance range, there are fully automatic

part, once fed into the machine, completely automatically, just like clas-

bond testers for pull and shear testing which come with some unusual

sic fully automatic machines. This also means that the production qua-

performance features. They are available as stand-alone units or as in-

lity is completely independent of the operator, meaning that even the

terchangeable heads for the 56XX family. A patented, automatic angle

smallest batch sizes can be produced without any quality fluctuations.

correction of the raw measurements, according to DVS 2811, and au-

equipment, but then one runs into the problem of poor yields due to
the production ramp-up. The smaller the batch sizes, the more important this aspect becomes.
• Low cost: Despite high added value, one is always under pressure to
keep costs low. Competing manufacturers from low-wage countries are
also facing steadily higher cost, but they are also constantly improving
quality.
• Time to Market: New products and product adaptations are very promising in terms of profit. To achieve this, however, they must be developed and made production-ready in a short time. This is not necessarily a European strength.

tomatically generated measurement reports are included, too. The test
heads can also be used on the 86XX large surface machine.

The large work surface of the newly developed Bonderseries 86XX replaces a piece
of the automated component supply and

The Series 58 highly productive tabletop bon-

removal, which in benefits the rapid type

ders feature interchangeable bondheads for all

change.

wire bonding processes, fully automated bonding with manual component changes, including powerful automatic image recognition,
highly customizable bond settings, loop shapes and more.
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In addition to the classic pull and shear tests, F&S BONDTEC now also

The BAMFIT test is therefore perfectly suited as a semi-quantitative ra-

Time to Market

offers an entirely novel technology for reliability tests. The revolutiona-

pid test to assess production fluctuations or process variants in mi-

In terms of „Time to Market“, this approach can hardly be surpassed:

ry and patented BAMFIT method (Bondtec Accelerated Mechanical Fa-

nutes instead of months. What is particularly attractive is that the test

the equipment is almost always ready to go. Component-specific adap-

tigue Interface Testing) was developed in cooperation with the Vien-

head fits onto the basic 56XX machine just like the other test and bond

tations for other products (even in very small quantities) are minimal

na University of Technology in order to drastically accelerate lifetime

heads, and that it works with largely the same software. It is easy to ex-

and are limited to suitable parts holders. The appropriate bond pro-

tests on power components. The conventional power cycling tests for

change so that this new technology can easily be retrofitted to existing

grams are already stored in the machine and loaded without loss of

thick wire bonds are proven and realistic, but very time-consuming and

equipment and thus opens up a completely new world of quality tes-

time. Last but not least, there is no large dead volume of components

can take weeks or even months. The BAMFIT process simulates the me-

ting.

in the line.

re swings resulting from the on/off current switching in power cycling.

Low cost

F&S BONDTEC sums up its philosophy as follows, especially as regards

This simulation is carried out by means of a vibrating clamp which me-

Once the technological problems are solved, one often enough has

“Time to Market”: In the end, what is crucial for success is not how

chanically loads the wire bond foot in an analogous manner. The crucial

to struggle with the cost side, because automated processes may be

many parts are produced per hour. Rather, it is how long it takes for the

difference is that the oscillation frequency is 60 kHz, i.e. 60,000 times

highly productive and therefore cost-effective, but they usually requi-

first component to come out of the machine.

per second, instead of several seconds per cycle in the power cycling

re a huge investment in capital and - not to be neglected - time. F&S

process

BONDTEC relies here on the latest technical developments in robots,

(Insert box: Statement Siegfried Seidl: „We simply copied the advan-

the so-called cobots, i.e. collaborative robots. Three main arguments

tages that used to be available in low-wage countries: rapid changeover

speak for them: low investment; built-in collision avoidance, so they

to new products was possible because the machines were simple and

can work right next to the operator without a protective enclosure. And

only minimally automated. For products with short product cycles, such

their programming couldn‘t be simpler: they are taught directly by the

as mobile phones, retooling integrated production lines would have ta-

operator, as it were, by guiding the robot arm and the robot storing the

ken far too long. Our approach is to just let robots do it for us.“)

chanical stress on the wire bond which is caused by the temperatu-

The patented BAMFIT process (Bondtec
Accelerated Mechanical Fatigue Interconnection Testing) was developed in cooperation with the Vienna University of
Technology to accelerate lifetime tests on
power devices

entire movement.
As a demonstration with two machines supplied by one robot, F&S
BONDTEC, in cooperation with the company CTS from Burgkirchen,
showed a mini production line with a 5650 wire bonder at SMTconnect. This is supplied with small battery modules by an ABB-Cobot. After bonding, the Cobot moves the modules over to the adjacent 5600CS
bond tester for non-destructive testing of the bond connections. Finally, the Cobot places the modules in a magazine. The highlight of this

The pull tester LT 101 ensures high
bonding quality with simple operation. The test head can simply be replaced by a microscope camera for
inspections in order to deliver photos and even measurement evaluations with the help of the additionally
supplied evaluation equipment

low-threshold automation is that it can be turned on and off as required: if needed, the operator can interrupt the process and manually
make a few different products and then go back to automatic production mode again. Especially when developing new components, individual sample parts or demo pieces have to be produced again and again,
which are required to come from the actual production equipment. This
is a nightmare for a conventional integrated production line.

Statement Siegfried Seidl:
„We simply the benefits that used to be in low-wage countries: rapid
retooling for new products was possible because the machines were
simple and minimally automated. For products with short product cycles, such as cell phones, the conversion of integrated production lines
would have taken too long. Our approach is to have this done easily by
robots.“

